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Dagobert x Burg's Billy
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STIERINFO

Name Dario van Pesaken

Herdbook number NL 695457752

A.I.-code 36850

colour RB

Breed 87% VRB / 12% BBL

Date of birth 2010-03-22

Draagtijd stier 0

Gestation length 97

Calving ease 131

Straw colour

Dagobert 

Big Ben 

Trees 4030 

Marga 

Burg's Billy 

Nn 

Dario van Pesaken is a beautiful red-coloured speckled Roodbont with speckled legs, and is the combination of Dagobert x
Burg’s Billy. 

Dagobert’s father, Dario, is often best known for what he imprints on his offspring. He passes on a good frame and weight.
As a newborn calf, he had a natural birth, without outside help. He has now developed into one of the largest bulls of the
Verbeterd Roodbont breed.  Measuring 1,50 at the shoulders and with a classification for the following scores: Physique -
93, Type -93, Musculature -89,  Feet & Legs – 92,and General Appearance -92. 

Dagobert’s dam is an award-winning matriarch. Tress has calved 7 times, of which 4 time were without the intervention of
the breeder or veterinarian. She has a net weight of over 500 kg.  Burg’s Billy, the maternal sire, owes his name to his
enormous haunches (in Dutch: bil) and was a huge bull with a live weight of about 1,300 kg. Billy is also the sire of the
coveted Verbeterd Roodbont bull Romeo van Pesaken, whose stock of frozen semen sold out quite quickly. Romeo put on a
carcass mass of 842 kg. Both the mother of Burg’s Billy and the mother of Dario, Marga van Pesaken, have twice calved
without any help. Marga is registered with 87 points. 

Dario is a promising VRB bull from the Van Pesaken livestock....
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